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Let F = GF(q) denote the finite field of order q, and let FRxn denote the 
algebra of n x n matrices over F. A function $FnXn -+ Fnxla is called a scalar 
polynomial function if there exists a polynomial j(x) E F[x] which represents 
f  when considered as a matrix function under substitution. In this paper a 
formula is obtained for the number of permutations of F,,, which are scalar 
polynomial functions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F I--L Cl?(q) denote the finite field of q elements, and let FnF,,, denote 
the algebra of a x n matrices over 67. Each ~o~yr~orn~a~ f(x) E F[x] defines, 
via ~nb§titL~t~Qn, a furtction f: FQxn -+ FnXn , The polynomial f(x) is said 
TV representf, and any functionf: FnXzxn -+- FnXvA which can be represented 
by some f(x) tF[x] is called a (scalar) ~o~y~ornia~ jknctioxz on Fvbx, . If 
a function f in addition to being a ~olyn~rn~a~ function is also a bijection 
of Fnxn , then f is called a permutation polynomial (abbreviated pp.) 
function on F,,, and any polynomial f(x) which represents f is called a 
permutation ~o~y~o~n~a~ (p.p.) on FeF,,, ~ Note that the set G(q, n) of all 
permutation ~o~y~on~ia~ functions on F,,, is a group under composition. 
A study of ~oiy~~~n~~a~ and permutation ~ol~norn~a~ functions on FTLxn 
e in [I]~ In par-ticukir, one result (see Theorem 1 below) 
gives necessary and su~c~c~~t conditions on a ~o~ynorn~a~ f(x) E F[x] 
in order that. it be a pp. on FRxn j This result is used to establish the 
existimcs: of per~~~~l~ati~~ polynomial funcrions on E’,,, in addition to the 
Obvious ljnear f~nct~on§~~~~ = ax j- b, a + 0. It is not a priori clear that 
such nonlinear ~olynon~~als exist and hence one migbt expect the problem 
of det~rm~ni~~ the nnmbcr I G(q, /?)I of permutation polynomial functions 
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on F,zxn to be extremely difficult. It turns out, however, that the deter- 
mination of this number is not too difficult and its derivation is the 
purpose of the present paper. 
In Section 2 we briefly review the pertinent results from [I] in order to 
introduce our notation and to set the stage for the present work. In 
Section 3 we give several lemmas and a theorem which are similar to some 
results in [2] and which provide us with the wedge to solve the enumeration 
problem in Section 4. In the process of doing this we outline a procedure 
for constructing a polynomial represention for every function in G(q, n). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The manic polynomial L,(X) of least degree which is satisfied by every 
A E F,,, is 
L,(x) = fi (xn” - x) = a,grJk pwn’lel (2.1) 
i=l 
where the last product is extended over all manic irreducibles P(X) E F[x] 
with deg P(x) = k < n and where [n/k] denotes the greatest integer in n/k 
(see [l, p. 91). Putting 6, = deg L,(x) it follows from (2.1) that 
6, = i qi = 5 k[n/k] n-(k) 
i=l k=l 
(2.2) 
where n(k) is the well-known number [3, p. 181 of manic irreducibles of 
degree k in F[x]. Moreover, it is readily deduced form the definition of 
L,(x) that each scalar polynomial function on Fnxn is represented uniquely 
by a polynomial f(x) of degree < 6, and hence that the number of scalar 
polynomial functions on Fmxn is 4°C [l, p. 91. 
Of interest later in the paper is the splitting field En of L,(x) over GE;(q) 
which from (2.1) is easily seen to be 
En = GF(q9, (2.3) 
where 
m = m(n) = L.C.M.{l, 2 ,..., n]. (2.4) 
Also of interest is the set-theoretic union 
U, = fi GF(qi), 
i=l 
(2.5) 
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which is the set of roots of L,(x). Note that the polynomial P,(X) which 
has each e E U, as a simple root satisfies 
where the last product extends over ah manic irreducibles P(X) of degree 
< n so that the degree U, of P,(x) satisfies 
As a final preliminary we state as Theorem 1 the following character- 
ization of permutation polynomials on Fnxa [l, p. 241. 
THEOREM 1. A polynomial f(x) E F[x] is a pp. on F,,, {f and only if 
(i) f(x) is a p.p- when acting on GF(qi), i = 1, 2,..., n, and 
(ii) f’(x) = 0 has rzo roots in GF(qi), i = 1, 2,..., [n/2], where f’(x) 
is the algebraic derivative off(x). 
3. PERMUTATION POLYNOMIALS ON i7i 
In view of the previous section, it suffices for the purposes of this paper 
to dctermi~~ the number of polynomials f(x) E F[x] of degree < 8, which 
satisfy both (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1. Clearly, any polynornia~ f (x) E Fix] 
which satisfies condition (i) acts as a p.p. on U, ; thus, we begin by 
examining functions on 0, (I 
b3viMA 1. Each function G: U, + E, can be represented u~iq~~ely by 
a ~o~y~~ornia~ g(x) ?f degree c II, with coeficiemts in EYL , and each such 
~o~y~orni~~ g(x) re~re~~ent,~ a~~~ct~o~l from U;, to ET, . 
Then g(x) E E,(X) is a ~o~y~o~lial of degree < U, which rc~rese~ts C. 
Finally, if g3(x) and gz(x) are two re~rcse~tatio~s of G, each of degree 
(: u, ~ then gl(h) -- g,(h) --_ 0 fos all h E U, implying that gl(x) -- gz(x) 
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is a polynomial in E,[x] of degree < U, with u, roots in E, ; thus 
gdx) = &(X>. 
Consider now the set Y(q, n) of those functions G: U, -+ E, whose 
representing polynomial g(x) as given by (3.1) has coefficients in F = GF(q). 
The set Y(q, n) is a semigroup under composition. Similar to [2, Lemma l] 
we have the following characterization of Y(q, n). 
LEMMA 2. Let 4: U, -+ U, be defined by 4(x) = xc. A function 
G: U, --f E, is in 9(q, n) if and only if G4 = +G on U, . 
Proof. Suppose first that G is in Y(q, n) and let g(x) = C aixi, ai E F 
be the polynomial of degree < u, which represents G. Then for all h E U, 
4(W)) = +(g@)) = (c aiAd)’ = c aixiQ = g(hg) = G($(h)). 
so that 4G = G+ on U, . 
Conversely, suppose G: U, + E satisfies +G = G+ on U, . Let 
g(x) = C aixi represent G where ai o E, with deg g(x) < u, and consider 
f(y) = 2 (ai - ai*> yi. 
If h E U, then X = PQ for some p E U, as 4 is a bijection of U, . Thus 
f(h) = C (ai - 49 pqd = Mr-L) - d(&>> 
= (G+ - #O(p) = 0, 
or f is the zero function on U, . Hence, each coefficient ai - aiQ’ is zero 
implying ai E GF(q). This completes the proof. 
It should be noted that if G E Y(q, n), then G(U,) C U, as the coeffi- 
cients of g(x) are in GF(q); indeed, G(GF(qi)) C GF(qi) for i = 1, 2,..., n. 
THEOREM 2. Let uQz(q, n) denote those functions in Y(q, n) which define 
permutations of U, . Then &(q, n) is a group under composition with order 
m 
1 sZ(q, n)l = n r(d)! dnCd). 
d=l 
(3.2) 
Proof. Clearly &(q, n) is a group. In order to determine [ ,Re(q, n)j 
we give an inductive procedure for constructing (exactly once) each 
G E &(q, n). Assuming G has been defined on GF(q”) for i = 1,2,..., d - 1 
where 1 < d < n we extend it to GF(qd) as follows: Let P,(x), 
Pdx>t..., P,(,)(x) be an ordering of the manic irreducibles of degree d 
in F[x]. The dz-(d) roots of these irreducibles are all in GF(qd) and represent 
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precisely those elements of GF(q”) on which the action of G has not been 
defined. For each i = I,2 ,..., n-(d), let 01~ denote a fixed root of P,(x), 
md let <a, p2 ,.~., ,k$,& denote any one of the n(d)! cW”) ordered r(d)- 
tuples obtained by first permuting the Pi(x)‘s, say +(x),..., P+,,,(x) and 
en selecting /3j as a root of Pi,(x). With this selection we de 
t-J@) _ g, iz 1 )~..) 7(d)>; k = 0, I)...) d - 1. (3.3) 
Since for each i, the roots of P,(x) are &, k =: 0, I,..., d -. 1, it is clear 
that (3.3) extends G to be a permutation of ufX, GF(@) and inductively 
to U, . It is also clear that the number of functions G on U, which are 
obtained by the above procedure is JJL, z(d) ! &(@. In order to show that 
each such G is in ~%‘(q, n), let a: E O;, have minimum polynomial P(x) over 
F so that 1 < d = deg P(x) < IZ. The image p of 0: under G from (3.3) 
is also the root of an irreducible of degree d so that using (3.3) we have 
G+(a) = G(o+) = p” = (G(ol))g = #G(a). Hence G E &(q, n) by Lemma 2. 
It remains to be shown that every G E ~234, n) is obtained by the above 
construction; thus consider an arbitrary G E &(q, n). From Lemma 2 it 
follows that G(AQ”) = G(A)@ for every h E Or, and k = 0, 1,2,... . More- 
over, since G is a permutation of G$‘(@), 1 < d < M, G is a permutation 
of G&P) - Ut<cz GF(@); i.e., G maps a root a: of a manic irreducible of 
degree d to a root G(a) = /I of a manic irreducible of degree d. Hence 
G(&) = G(os)“~ = /‘9”, k = 0, I,..., d - 1, so that G is one of the maps 
constructed above. 
conzm?nt. The group ~fl(q, lf> can be described as certain semidirect 
product quite analogous to a theorem in 12, p. 1331. choose however 
to take the above approach in this paper. 
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for all h E U[s,21 = UK?’ GF(qi). Then the polynomial 
f(x) = f,(x) + Pdx) Wx) (4.2) 
is a p.p. on Fexlz. Moreover, every p.p. on Fnx, is determined exactly once 
by (4.2)for some f0 E &(q, n) and H(x) satisfying (4.1). 
Proof. Note at the outset we have used the fact that P,‘(X) # 0 for 
x E un 2 %&I21 * 
Consider the function (4.2) with& E &(q, n) and H(x) satisfying (4.1). 
For X E GF(qi), 1 < i < n we have P,(h) = 0 which implies f(h) = f,(h); 
hence, f(x) is a p.p. on GF(qi) so that condition (i) of Theorem 1 is valid. 
Now 
f’W = h’(x) + P,‘(x> fw + P,(x) H’(x); 
hence, for h f Utn121 it follows that f’(x) = f,‘(h) + P,‘(h) H(h) f 0. 
Thus condition (ii) of Theorem 1 is also valid so thatf(x) is a p.p. on Fnxn . 
Conversely, let fe G(q, n) and let f(x) E F[x] be the unique polynomial 
of degree < 6, which represents J Dividing f(x) by P,(x) we have 
f(x) = fO(x) + P,(x) H(X) where &(x) and H(X) are unique with 
degf,(x) < u, and deg H(X) < 6, - u, . Since f(x) is a p.p. on GF(qi), 
1 < i < n,f@(x) is a p.p. on GF(qi) so that-&(x) represents anfO E &‘(q, n). 
Also, since f’(x) # 0 for h E Ur12,2~ it follows that H(X) satisfies (4.2). 
Using Theorem 3 our main result will follow as a corollary to the next 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let fO(x) E F[x] be the unique polynomial of degree < u, 
which represents a given f. E ,Pe(q, n). Then the number of polynomials 
H(x) E F[x] with degree < 6, - u, such that (4.1) is valid is 
h/z1 
n qdn(dH[n/dl-2)(qd - l)“(d). 
d=l 
(4.3) 
Proof. Each polynomial H(x) E F[x] of degree < 6, - u, may be 
written uniquely in the form 
fw = fm) + Jhz1w %c4 (4.4) 
where H,,(x) has degree < ~[,~,l and HI(x) has degree < 6, - u, - u[,,~] . 
We shall count the number of ways to choose H,,(x) and H,(x) in (4.4) so 
that (4.1) is valid. For X E Urnlzl we have H(h) = H,(X) as P[,,&) = 0; 
hence, if H,(x) satisfies (4.1) then for arbitrary H&c), the H(x) of (4.4) 
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satisfies (4.1). The number of HI(x) choices for each IfO(x) is therefore 
@n--Ufi--“rn’% Using (2.2) and (2.7) this reduces to 
We must now determine the number of polynomials N,(X) which 
satisfy (4.1) in addition to having degree < ZQ,,~I and having coefficients 
in GF(q). From Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, there is a one-one correspondence 
between the polynomials M,(X) of degree < u[,/~J with coefficients in 
GF(q) and the functions H,: Ulnlzl - UllE121 satisfying 
&(A@) = (H,(h))@; k = 0, I,...; (4.6) 
i.e., HO E Y(g, [n/2]). Hence we need only to count the number of functions 
I!&,: UI~,~J -+ ZIJL~,~I satisfying (4.1) and (4.6). Consider therefore an 
arbitrary h E Ulnlzl and let P(X) be the minimum polynomial of h over 
GF(q) so that d = deg P(x) < [n/2] and A, XT,..., Aa”-’ are the roots of P(x). 
We count the choices for H,(h). From (4.6) and the fact that A@ = X 
we have H,(h) = &,(A@) = H,(A) 8 so that HO(A) E GF(qd). Thus we may 
select H,(A) to be any element except --fo’(h)/P,‘(h) E GF(qd); i.e., there are 
qd .- 1 choices for H,(A). Each one of these choices determines from (4.6) 
the images of hq>..., A@--l* (Note that N,(A) # --f,‘(~)/P,‘(h)impliesN,(h”‘c) f 
-fO’(X~~)/p~~‘(hil’).) It follows that the number of different NO functions is 
[n/z1 
$-l--j b” - lFd). (4.7) 
utting (4.5) and (4.7) together completes the proof 
As a corollary to Theorem 3 and Lemma 3 we have our main result. 
TIaKmM 4. Let G(q, II) denote the group of permutations of Fnxn , 
F - GF(q), which are representable by ~o~y~orn~~ls in FIX]. Tkn 
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